
THE TOROIDAL POWER UNIT – THEORY AND DESIGN

This is an open source guide to the theory and construction of the Toroidal Power Unit 
(TPU),  publicised  by  the  distribution  of  several  video's  made  by  'Steven  Marks'  for  a 
company called UEC in 1995. However neither Steven Mark's or UEC are important, since 
the existence of either has not been proven with any degree of certainty and is actually 
irrelevant since the TPU was not invented by them, the basic design was actually that of 
Edward Leedskalnin, a much more interesting an reliable character. So on with the real 
story of the TPU!

This  document  limits  itself  to  the  design  theory  of  the  smallest  of  the  TPU  units 
demonstrated in the UEC videos. The later models were a logical evolution of the small 
TPU. The main distinction between the smaller model, and the later models is that it is 
started with a magnet rather than a button, it suffers from the 'orientation problem' which 
means it will not work when inverted, and finally its power output is less than the larger 
models. It also appears from examination of the videos to be of simpler construction.

The device cannot be patented in whole as the basic design has been public since 1945, 
as published by Edward Leedskalnin in his book 'Magnetic Current'. It is believed UEC 
hold patents on control circuits for more sophisticated TPU's.
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EDWARD   LEEDSKALNIN   – AN UNLIKELY HERO  

These  pictures  and  details  regarding  Edward  Leedskalnin  are  taken  from  the 
'AntiGravityTechnology.net' page titled 'Edward Leedskalnin, creator of Coral Castle, his 
anti gravity inventions and his biography':

Edward Leedskalnin is the creator of Coral Castle. What is Coral Castle? It is a museum 
of sorts that has huge stone sculptures. Edward Leedskalnin laboured for over 28 years to  
build a monument to his lost love. He was a very compassionate man. Edward moved 
over 1,100 tons of stone on his own. He claimed to know how the Egyptians built the  
pyramids and moved the stones from place to place.

Here is a picture of Edward Leedskalnin's device that he used to move the gigantic coral  
stones from place to place. This apparatus uses magnets. Ed knew the secret of magnetic  
currents. He often said that modern science doesn't really know how magnetic currents  
work.
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Here is another picture of one of Edward Leedskalnin's magnetic devices. This device also  
deals with magnets and magnetic current.

Believe it or not the device shown below is Edward's 'Perpetual Motion Holder' which is the 
ancestor of the TPU!
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EDWARD'S THEORY OF MAGNETIC CURRENT

The  following  is  a  brief  guide  to  Edward  Leedskalnins  theory  of  electrical  power  as 
published in his 1945 book 'Magnetic Current'. His theory is somewhat unusual, however 
that is not important, his experiments show that whether his theory is correct or not the 
effects are demonstrably, and his theory is a useful model even if the underlying cause it 
not as he describes. The following are his words:

Each particle in the substance is an individual magnet by itself, and both North and South  
Pole individual magnets. To be of practical use they will have to be in great numbers.

In permanent magnets they are circulating in the metal in great numbers.

Now I  will  tell  you what magnetic current is.  Magnetic current is the same as electric  
current is a wrong expression. Really it  is not one current, they are two currents,  one 
current is composed of North Pole individual magnets in concentrated streams and the  
other is composed of South Pole individual magnets in concentrated streams, and they 
are running one stream against the other stream in whirling, screw-like fashion, and with  
high speed.  One current alone if it be North Pole magnet current or South Pole magnet  
current it cannot run alone. To run one current will have to run against the other.

This time you will make an equipment that can he used for four purposes. Electric magnet,  
transformer, generator and holder of perpetual motion. Bend iron or soft steel bar one and 
one half inch in diameter, bend in a U shape each prong a foot long, and three inches  
between the prongs, make two spools from brass or aluminium six inches long and big 
enough for the bar to go in.  Wind fifteen hundred turns of insulated copper wire,  size 
sixteen, on each spool. Put on as close to the bend as it will go. Connect the battery with  
the coils so that each current is running in both coils at the same time, and so that one end  
of the bar is North Pole and the other South Pole. Now you have an electric magnet.
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Put the six-inch long square rod on top of the two iron prongs, fit good so it lies even.  
Connect the battery with electric magnet  for  a little  while,  now disconnect  the battery,  
connect the light bulb with the electric magnet the same way it was connected with the  
battery, now pull off the six-inch long bar, do it quickly, then you will see light in the bulb,  
connect the battery up again with the electric magnet, put the bar across the iron prongs,  
hold awhile, disconnect the battery. Now the electric magnet holds perpetual motion. If not  
disturbed it will last indefinitely. I held it in this position for six months, and when I pulled  
off  the  six-inch  bar  I  got  just  as  much  light  out  of  it  as  I  got  in  the  first  time.  This 
experiment shows that if you start the North and South Pole individual magnets in  
an orbit, then they will never stop.

This explains part, but not all, of the basis of the TPU's ability to sustain a continuous flow 
of power. Its main coil acts as if it has, zero resistance, as if it was a superconductor! 

Another thing, you have been wondering how a U shape permanent magnet can keep its 
normal  strength  indefinitely.  You  know  the  soft  iron  does  not  hold  magnets,  but  you  
already have one that holds it. It is the perpetual motion holder. It illustrates the principle  
how permanent magnets are- made. All that has to be done is to start the magnets to run  
in on orbit, then they will never stop. Hard steel U shape magnets have a broken orbit, but  
under proper conditions it is permanent. I think the structure of the metal is the answer. I  
have two U shape magnets. They look alike, but one is a little harder than the other. The  
harder one can lift three pounds more than the softer one. I have been tempering the other  
steel magnets, and have noticed that the harder the steel gets the smaller it becomes. 
That shows that the metal is more packed and has less holes in it so the magnets cannot  
pass through it in full speed, so they dam up in the prong ends. They come in faster than  
they can get out. I think -the ability for the soft steel welding rod to hold magnets is in the  
metal's fine structure.

This shows that in order for the TPU's main coil to make the best of this effect it needs to 
be made of soft steel or iron.
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EMERY'S  REPLICATION OF EDWARD'S PERPETUAL MOTION HOLDER

Emery Coil on stand

So how do we know that Edward Leedskalnin's Perpetual Motion Holder really worked? 
Well  that  is  where  the story of  Matthew Emery  comes in,  in  his  own words from the 
Keelynet page on his replication of Edward's device:

My name is Matthew Emery and I am a student at Purdue University. In this past semester  
I took ‘The History of Science and Technology.’ As a non-traditional student, single father, 
and a creative writing major, I didn’t quite fit in with most of the students. But, increasingly 
inspired by science, I stuck it out anyway. More inspiring though is Edward Leedskalnin. 

When I was about my son’s age, 6, I was mystified (like many others) from the Nova/ 
Leonard Nemoy hosted segment on Ed. I had always thought of Ed as a kind of superman 
and as a man who never received the recognition he deserved.

Unfortunately, there is not much availability for soft iron leaving me no choice but to use 
regular steel, which is almost impossible to bend. I was able to barter with a machinist to  
have the device cut out of one solid piece of steel.

Confirmation that soft steel will work for the main coil (since the device replication worked).

A friend of mine is an electrician and he was able to scrounge up two five-hundred foot  
rolls of 14 gauge wire. Although Ed’s specifications called for 16 gauge wire, I decided to  
go ahead and make the two coils (aluminium core). After wrestling with the wire for hours,  
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they ended up working out great.  It  all  worked out  quite well;  that  is,  according to its 
originator - achieving a perpetuating magnetic current in the core of the metal. 

To prove the experiment I wired the coils (when the device is in a perpetuating state, the  
coils can be manipulated in any way and even taken off) to a light bulb and broke the  
circulating current, demonstrating to the professor the amount of light that would flash in  
the bulb. 

I then set the current in motion again and left it in his office for a week. The professor  
agreed that the same amount of light came out as did the week prior.

Confirmation of the long-term persistence of the superconducting effect!

The 20gauge seems to have doubled the voltage as it will now light up a 6v light bulb as 
opposed to the 2.5v. The added draw on the top bar is not as much as I feared. I made 2  
sets of coils. Gettin me some 25gauge enamel coated...ought to be interesting.

A way to increase output from the coil.

I did this with a compass...without juice connected the needle swings at a moderate speed  
-- N or S to its respective pole. With juice, the needle moves extremely fast to its pole.  
When juiced,  I  can also  see an (increase)  in  the  speed w/20gauge compared to  the  
14gauge coils. - Adios, Matt

Some interesting effects seen on a compass.

When the polarity is switched the meter only indicates 10 amps while juiced, but remains 
at 6 amps after disconnected.

This meter is the ultimate proof...actually accessing the current while in perpetual motion  
(your suggestion). It is interesting that while connected to the charger there is 25 amps. in  
one direction and only 10 amps when circulating in the other, but after disconnecting in 
any direction, it remains at 6 amps.

Confirmation that the energy can be tapped for the purposes of performing useful work, 
powering the meter! Basic proof of the TPU concept!

Access Science At McGraw-Hill is a web journal/article database. It offered perhaps the 
most modern theoretical approaches to the idea of perpetual motion and defines it as: 

The expression perpetual motion, or perpetuum mobile, arose historically in connection  
with the quest for a mechanism which, once set in motion, would continue to do useful  
work without an external source of energy or which would produce more energy than it  
absorbed in a cycle of operation. This type of motion, now called perpetual motion of the  
first kind, involves only one of the three distinct concepts presently associated with the  
idea of perpetual motion.
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The article stipulates that there are three types of perpetual motion.

The  article  insists  that  a  superconductor  is  a  genuine  example  for  the  third  type  of  
perpetual motion.

If a direct current is caused to flow in a superconducting ring, this current will continue to  
flow undiminished in time without application of any external force. 

The article does stipulate that the last example leads “perilously close” to the realm of the  
microscopic where electrons in atoms are in perpetual motion. The article further suggests  
that the presence of perpetual motion does not force in any aspect a reassessment of the  
thermodynamic theory, and that:

“for the traditional ideas of perpetual motion deal with the macroscopic world of machines 
and devices. Since the laws of thermodynamics are themselves applicable to matter in  
macroscopic  quantities  and,  as  such,  contain  implicitly  the  consequences  of  the  
microscopic behavior, the impossibility of the useful types of perpetual motion, that is, of  
the first or second kinds, is at present “deemed an unequivocal conclusion.”

This paragraph may help shed light on the activity which may be taking place in the device  
I constructed therefore I must quote it in its entirety:

Superconductivity  phenomenon  occurring  in  many  electrical  conductors,  in  which  the  
electrons responsible for conduction undergo a collective transition into an ordered state  
with many unique and remarkable properties. 

These include the vanishing of resistance to the flow of electric current, the appearance of  
a large diamagnetism and other unusual magnetic effects, substantial alteration of many 
thermal properties, and the occurrence of quantum effects otherwise observable only at  
the atomic and subatomic level.

Despite the existence of a successful microscopic theory of superconductivity, there are  
no  completely  reliable  rules  for  predicting  whether  a  metal  will  be  a  superconductor.  
Certain trends and correlations are apparent among the known superconductors, however 
some with  obvious bases in  the  theory  and these provide  empirical  guidelines  in  the 
search for new superconductors. 

So superconducting theory is not well understood.

Despite the idiotic statement oft quoted by some anal retentive physicists and scientists  
that 'magnets cannot DO work'....a magnet stuck on a refrigerator door that stays there for  
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10 years has DONE work by resisting gravity. Case closed, magnets CAN do work.

Some will groan but I do notice a correlation with two things Keely wrote, using a hammer 
to EXCITE some of his devices into operation AND that magnets can have weights added 
to them and over time their flux density will  increase (similar to Leedskalnins' claim of 
magnets being 'living' and thus amenable to growth).

Support for Leedskalnins theory that magnets can do work.
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER – A BASIC TPU

The facts we know are as follows:

● The capacitor will continuously charge, with no heat generated.

● The main collector is a complete circle of soft iron or steel.

● Coil windings are simple as described in the emery documentation.

● The diodes may need to be facing the other way depending on the hemisphere in 
which it is operated, due to Earth magnet flow.

● A small coil can be started by running a correctly orientated magnet past the coil 
inducing enough current to start the device, a small battery started can be added.

● The device will not work upside down due to diode orientation, however a simple 
circuit  can be used to  switch between two sets of  oppositely orientated diodes, 
depending on which side is up.
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APPENDIX A – The Original KeelyNet Posting of Edward Leedskalnin's 
'Magnetic Current'

______________________________________________________________________________ 
|  File Name      : MAGCURNT.ASC     |  Online Date     :  09/19/95          | 
|  Contributed by : Kenny Morrow     |  Dir Category    :  ENERGY            | 
|  From           : KeelyNet BBS     |  DataLine        :  (214) 324-3501    | 
|           KeelyNet * PO BOX 870716 * Mesquite, Texas * USA * 75187         | 
|        A FREE Alternative Sciences BBS sponsored by Vanguard Sciences      | 
|              InterNet email keelynet@ix.netcom.com (Jerry Decker)          | 
|      Files also available at Bill Beaty's http://www.eskimo.com/~billb     | 
|----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
Kenny Morrow 
Bath, Pa. 18014 

Re: EDWARD LEEDSKALNIN 
Builder of Coral Castle near Homestead, Fla. 

Attached is EDWARD LEEDSKALNIN's book MAGNETIC CURRENT. 

I don't know who holds Ed Leedskalnin's 1945 copyright, but I copied it without 
permission.  If you see any legal problems with this then please delete all 
these files as I don't need any hassles. 

I called these three files MAGCURNT.TXT,  MAGCUR2.TXT and MAGCUR3.TXT.  They are 
associated with KeelyNet files LEED1.ASC and LEED2.ASC. 

Enjoy and if you have any other information on Ed Leedskalnin I would appreciate 
it.  I saw the "In Search Of..." episode of what I think was called "Castle of 
Secrets" on the A&E Network and was fascinated. 

This is my first attempt at uploading anything to the KeelyNet, so please let me 
know if it was received and if the format is OK. I did send this to Clark 
Matthew's "Wrong#" BBS which is the closest to me. 

                                                                 Thanks, 
                                                                 Kenny 

MAGNETIC CURRENT

By EDWARD LEEDSKALNIN 

ROCK GATE 

Homestead, Florida,  U. S. A. 

Copyright October. 1945. by Edward Leedskalnin 

This writing is lined up so when you read it you look East, and all the description you will 
read about magnetic current, it will be just as good for your electricity. 

Following is the result of my two years experiment with magnets at Rock Gate, seventeen 
miles Southwest from Miami, Florida.  Between Twenty-fifth and Twenty-sixth Latitude and 
Eightieth and Eighty-first Longitude West. 
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First  I  will  describe what  a magnet is.  You have seen straight  bar magnets,  U shape 
magnets, sphere or ball magnets and Alnico magnets in many shapes, and usually a hole 
in the middle. In all magnets one end of the metal is North Pole and the other South Pole, 
and those which have no end one side is North Pole and the other South Pole. 

Now about the sphere magnet. if you have a strong magnet you can change the poles in 
the sphere in any side you want or take the poles out so the sphere will not be a magnet 
any more.  From this you can see that the magnet can be shifted and concentrated and 
also you can see that the metal is not the real magnet. The real magnet is the substance 
that is circulating in the metal. 

Each particle in the substance is an individual magnet by itself, and both North and South 
Pole individual magnets. They are so small that they can pass through anything.. In fact 
they can pass through metal easier than through the air. They are in constant motion, they 
are running one kind of magnets against the other kind, and if guided in the right channels 
they possess perpetual power. The North and South Pole magnets they are cosmic force, 
they hold together this earth and everything on it. Each North and South Pole magnet is 
equal in strength, but the strength of each individual magnet doesn't amount to anything. 
To be of practical use they will have to be in great numbers.

In  permanent  magnets  they  are  circulating  in  the  metal  in  great  numbers,  and  they 
circulate in the following way: Each kind of the magnets are coming out of their own end of 
the pole and are running around, and are running in the other end of the pole and back to 
its own end, and then over and over again. 

All the individual magnets do not run around. Some run away and never come back, but 
new ones take their place. 

The earth itself is a great big magnet. In general these North and South Pole individual 
magnets are circulating in the same way as in the permanent magnet metal. The North 
Pole individual magnets are coming out of the earth's South Pole and are running around 
in the earth's North Pole and back to its own pole, and South Pole individual magnets are 
coming out of the earth's North Pole and are running around, and in earth South Pole and 
back to its own end. 

Then both North and South Pole individual magnets start to run over and over again. 

In a permanent magnet bar between the poles there is a semi-neutral part where there is 
not much going in or out, but on the earth there is no place where the magnets are not 
going in or out, but the magnets are running in and out at pole ends more than at the 
Equator. Now you get the equipment and I will tell you so you can see for yourself that it is 
in the way I have told, Get a permanent magnet bar four inches long. A U shape magnet 
that is  strong enough to lift  from ten to twenty pounds. An Alnico magnet about three 
inches long, two and one-half inches wide, one-inch thick, Hole in the middle and poles in 
each end, several feet in length of hard steel fishing line. Line when it is not in coil it stays 
straight and a soft steel welding rod one-eighth of an inch thick and three feet long. From 
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the fishing wire and the welding rod you will make magnets or compasses, and if you hang 
them up in fine threads by middle and keep them there they will be permanent magnets. 

When you are making a magnet pole in the welding rod use U shape magnet. South Pole 
magnet to make North Pole magnet in the rod and use U shape North Pole magnet to 
make South Pole magnet in the rod. You can drag the magnet over the rod from end to 
end, but never stop in middle. If you stop in middle there will be an extra pole so it will 
disturb the magnet's circulation.  Use iron filings to test the rod if there is any magnets in 
the middle, and if there is the filings will cling to it. Then drag the permanent magnet over 
the rod and it will take it out. To take the magnet out from rod ends approach or touch the 
rod end with the same kind of magnet that is in the rod, by dipping the rod ends in iron 
filings, you will see how it works. 

Break three pieces of the steel fishing line just long enough to go in between the two poles 
of U shape permanent magnet. Put them endwise between the two poles, and take them 
out. Hang one by middle with fine thread, and hang it up in East side of the room where 
there is no other magnet or metal around. Now you will  have a permanent magnet or 
compass to test the polarity in other magnets. For more delicate use hang the magnet in 
spider web. To test the strength of a magnet use iron filings. 

Put the U shape permanent magnet two feet West from the hanging magnet. Hold the 
North Pole magnet in `level with the hanging magnet, then you will see that the South pole 
of the hanging magnet is turning to you and the North Pole magnet away from you. Now 
put the South Pole permanent magnet pole in the same level, this time North Pole magnet 
will turn to you and South Pole magnet away from you. This experiment shows two things, 
one that the magnets can he sent out in straight streams, and the other whatever kind of 
magnets you are sending out the other kind of magnets are coming back to you. 

Take two pieces of steel fishing line wire, put them in U shape magnet, hold a little while, 
take them out, bend a little back in one end and hang them up, and make it so that one 
magnet's lower end is North Pole magnet and the other South Pole magnet - Make it so 
that they hang three inches apart. Put North Pole North side, and South Pole South side. 
Now take the four-inch long permanent magnet bar, hold North Pole in North side and 
South Pole in South side. 

Raise slowly up to the two hanging magnets, then you will see that the hanging magnets 
are closing up. Now reverse, put North Pole of bar magnet South side and South Pole 
North side. This time when bar magnet approaches the hanging magnets will spread out. 
This experiment shows that North and South Pole magnets are equal in strength and that 
the streams of individual magnets are running one kind of magnets against the other kind. 

Cut a strip of a tin can about two inches wide and a foot long.  Put the North Pole of the U 
shape magnet on top of the strip, and dip the lower end in iron filings, and see how much it 
lifts. Now put the South Pole on top and see how much it lifts. Change several times, then 
you will see that the North Pole lifts more than the South Pole Now put the North Pole 
magnet under the iron filing box, and see how much it pushes up. Now change. put South 
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Pole magnet under the box and see how much it pushes up. 

Do this several times, then you will see that the South Pole magnet pushes up more than 
North Pole magnet.  This experiment shows again that on level ground the magnets are in 
equal strength. 

Now  take  the  three-foot  long  soft  steel  welding  rod.  It  is  already  magnetized  as  a 
permanent magnet. hang it in a fine thread so it is in level. Now measure each and you will 
see that the South end is longer. In my location at Rock Gate, between Twenty-fifth and 
Twenty-sixth Latitude and Eightieth and Eighty- first Longitude West,  in three-foot long 
magnet the South Pole end is about a sixteenth of an inch longer. Farther North it should 
be longer yet, but at Equator both ends of the magnet should be equal in length. In earth's 
South hemisphere the North Pole end of magnet should be longer. 

All  my hanging magnets or  compasses they never point to the earth's magnetic pole, 
neither to the geographical pole. They point a little Northeast. The only reason I can figure 
out why they point in that way is, looking from the same geographical meridian the North 
magnetic pole is on, the South magnetic pole is one hundred and fifteen longitudes West 
from it. In rough estimation the earth's South magnetic pole is two hundred and sixty miles 
West from the same meridian the earth's North magnetic pole is on. That causes the North 
and South Pole magnets to run in Northeast and Southwest direction My location is too far 
away from the magnetic poles so all  my magnets are guided by the general stream of 
individual North and South Pole magnets that are passing by. 

Now I  will  tell  you what magnetic current  is.  Magnetic current  is the same as electric 
current is a wrong expression. Really it  is not one current, they are two currents,  one 
current is composed of North Pole individual magnets in concentrated streams and the 
other is composed of South Pole individual magnets in concentrated streams, and they are 
running one stream against the other stream in whirling, screwlike fashion, and with high 
speed.  One current alone if it be North Pole magnet current or South Pole magnet current 
it cannot run alone. To run one current will have to run against the other. 

Now I will tell you how the currents are running when they come out of a car battery, and 
what they can do. Now get the equipment. First put a wooden box on floor, open side up, 
cut two notches in middle so you can put a one-eighth of an inch thick and eighteen-inch 
long copper wire across the box. Put the wire one end East, the other West. Stay yourself 
West, put car battery South side of the box positive terminal East, negative terminal West, 
get two flexible leads and four clips to fit the battery and the bare copper wire, connect the 
East end of the copper wire with positive terminal, clip the West end of the copper wire 
with the West side flexible lead, leave the connection with negative terminal open. 

Break two pieces of the steel fishing line one inch long, put each piece by middle across 
the copper wire, one on top of the copper wire and the other under, hold with your fingers, 
now touch the negative terminal with the loose clip, hold until the copper wire gets hot. 
Take them off, now you have two magnets, hang them up by middle in fine thread. The 
upper magnet will hang the way it is now, but the one below will turn around. Break five 
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inches long piece of the fishing line, put the middle of the wire across and on top of the 
copper wire, touch the battery, hold until the copper wire gets hot, dip the middle of the 
wire in iron filings, then you will see how long a magnet can be made with this equipment. 

Break or cut several pieces of the hard steel fishing wire as long as to go between the 
poles of the U shape magnet, now hold two pieces of the steel wire ends up and down, 
one wire South side of the copper wire, and the other North side, the lower ends just below 
the copper wire. Hold tight and touch the battery, hold until the copper wire gets hot, now 
hang them up by upper end just above the copper wire, touch battery, the South side 
magnet will swing South, and the North side magnet will swing North. Put two pieces on 
top of the copper wire, the ends just a little over the copper wire.  Those ends lying on 
copper wire, one pointing South and the other North, hold tight, touch battery, hold until the 
copper wire gets hot. take off the one pointing South is South Pole magnet and the one 
pointing North is North pole magnet. 

Put  one  wire  on  top  of  the  copper  wire  pointing  South,  other  below  pointing  North. 
Magnetize, hang up by tail ends on the copper wire, touch battery they both will swing 
South. Put one wire on top of the copper wire pointing North, the other below pointing 
South, magnetize, hang up by tail  end above the copper wire,  touch the battery,  both 
magnets will swing North. 

Cut six pieces of fishing wire one inch long, put them by middle on top and across the 
copper wire.  Hold tight, touch battery, hold until copper wire gets hot. Take off, now put 
glass over the copper wire, put those six pieces of magnets on glass, on top of the copper 
wire lengthwise just so the ends don't touch each other, touch the battery, they all will turn 
across the copper wire, now pull three to South side and three to North side in the same 
way, they lie now but about one-half of an inch away from the copper wire, touch battery, 
they all will jump on the copper wire. Now roll all six together, let loose, and you will see 
that they won't stay together. 

Magnetize one piece in U shape magnet, put North Pole end East on the copper wire, and 
South Pole West, touch the battery, the magnet will swing left.  Now put South Pole East 
side and North Pole West side, this time the magnet will turn right, take glass off. 

Take one piece of hard steel fishing wire, dip in iron filings and see there is no magnet in it. 
This time hold the wire up, and down, the lower end on middle of the copper wire, hold 
tight.  Touch the battery, hold until the copper wire gets hot. Take it off. 

 

Dip the wire in iron filings and you will see that it is no magnet.  Why? To make magnets 
with currents from batteries and dynamos with a single wire the metal will have to be put 
on the wire in such a way so that the magnets which are coming out of the wire will be 
running in the metal starting from the middle of the metal and run to the end and not from 
end to middle and across as they did this last time. You have read that to make a South 
Pole in a coil end that is pointing to you, you will have to run positive electricity in the coil in 
clockwise direction. I can tell you that the positive electricity has nothing to do with making 
a South magnet pole in the coil. Each pole South or North is made by their own magnets in 
the way they are running in the wire. 
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This magnet-making with a single wire, it illustrates how all magnets are made. 

In  a  car  battery  the  North  Pole  magnets  run  out  of  positive  terminal  and South  Pole 
magnets run out of  negative terminal.  Both kinds of magnets are running, one kind of 
magnets against the other kind, and are running in the same right- hand screw fashion.  By 
using the same whirling motion and running one kind of magnets against the other kind, 
they throw their own magnets from the wire in opposite directions. That is why if you put a 
magnet metal across the copper wire the one end is North Pole and the other end South 
Pole. 

Get four pieces of wire size sixteen, six inches long, two copper and two soft iron, bend 
one end of each wire back so the clips can hold it better. Use copper wire first. Put both 
wires in clips, connect with battery, have the wire ends square, now put the loose ends 
together, and pull them away. Then you will notice that something is holding you back. 
What is it? They are magnets. 

When you put the ends together, the North and South Pole magnets are passing from one 
wire to the other, and in doing it they pull the wire ends together. 

Now put the soft iron wire in the clips, put the loose ends together, and pull them away. 
This time the passing magnets hold the wire ends together stronger. 

Put the ends together many times, then you `will see which wire end gets red first, and 
which will make the bigger bubble in the end, and watch the little sparks coming out from 
the bubbles. 

Stretch the bubbles out while they are in liquid form, then you will see in the bubble that 
something is whirling around. Those little sparks you see coming out of the bubble, they 
are not the magnets, but the magnets are the ones which throw the sparks out of the 
bubbles. 

When all the magnets that are in the wire, if they cannot pass over to the other wire, they 
are expending the bubble and running out of it and carrying the metal sparks with them. 
When the bubble is cool, break it up, then you will see the space left where the magnets 
were in. 

Get two pieces of lumber, one by six inches, a foot long, nail them together so that one lies 
flat on floor and the other on top the edges up and down. Out a notch in end in upper 
piece, four inches deep and as high as to hold a piece of wood or brass that would hold 
needle points in ends and have a hole in middle to hold the three-foot magnet. Balance the 
magnet good so it would stop on its right magnetic position. Now put the car battery South 
side positive terminal East and negative terminal West. 

Connect the East end of the copper wire with positive terminal and connect the West end 
of the copper wire with the West side lead, hold the copper wire just above the magnet a 
quarter of an inch North of magnet's end, hold in level and square. Touch the battery, then 
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you will see the magnet swinging East. Now put the' battery North side, positive terminal 
East, negative terminal West, connect West end of the copper wire with negative terminal, 
connect East end of copper wire with East side lead. put the copper wire on top of the 
magnet a quarter of an inch South of magnet's end, hold the copper wire just above in 
square and level, touch the positive terminal, then you will see the magnet swinging West. 
If the battery is right, magnet strong enough, and the magnet rod balanced good it will 
repeat the same thing every time. 

I think the batteries are not made right. Sometimes there is more of North Pole magnets 
than there is South Pole magnets.  They should be equal. the same as from generators 
which do not run the South Pole magnets in frame or base, but run directly away the same 
as they run the North Pole magnets. 

From the following experiment you will see that the battery is not balanced right. Put the 
copper wire across the box, one end East, the other end West, connect one lead a foot 
West from East end and the other lead with West end, hang a magnet in spider web, put 
the magnet in same level with the copper wire. Keep the copper wire end a little away from 
magnet's North Pole, connect East lead with positive terminal, tap the negative terminal 
several times with the loose clip. and see what the magnet is doing. Change the terminal, 
change the tapping, move the box and copper wire to the South Pole end, repeat - the 
same thing.  Then you will notice sometimes the copper wire end pushes away the North 
Pole magnet, and sometimes it pulls it in and the same thing happens with South Pole 
magnet, and sometimes it does nothing. So it shows the battery is irregular. 

Connect the leads with battery's terminals to make a loop, keep the leads on the same 
level with battery, drag a hanging magnet over the loop and the connections between the 
battery's terminals. You will see that one end of the magnet keeps inside the loop, and the 
other  outside,  and the  same thing happens when the magnet  crosses the connection 
between the terminals. This experiment indicates that the North and South Pole magnet 
currents we not only running from one terminal to the other, but are running around in an 
orbit and are not only running one time around, but are running many times wound until 
the North and South Pole individual magnets get thrown out of the wire by centrifugal 
force,  and  by  crowding.  While  the  North  and  South  Pole  magnets  were  in  their  own 
terminals they only possessed pushing power, the pulling power they acquire only if the 
other kind of magnets are in front of them, like the permanent magnets if  you put the 
opposite magnet in front of it, then they will hold together The same way you have done 
with the six inches long pieces of copper and soft iron wire. 

From  the  experiment  with  the  car  battery  you  can  see  the  principle  how  permanent 
magnets are made by North and South Pole individual magnet currents running in a single 
wire from battery. How did the magnets get in there? As I said in the beginning. the North 
and South Pole magnets they are the cosmic force, they hold together this earth and 
everything on it. Some metals and non-metals hove more of the magnets than others. The 
North and South Pole magnets have the power to build up and take down, for instance in 
welding the magnets take the Welding rod down and put it on the welding, in electroplating 
they put one metal on the other, and if you burn a metal too much in an electric furnace the 
metal will disappear in air. 
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The North and South Pole magnets were put in the car battery by a generator. When the 
North and South Pole magnets went in the battery they built up a charge that held the 
magnets  themselves.   Later  on  the  acid  takes  the  matter  in  parts  and  separates  the 
magnets and sends them to their own terminals, and from there they come out. In other 
batteries the acid takes the zinc in parts and sends the North Pole magnets to positive 
terminal  and holds  the  South  Pole  magnets  by  itself  for  negative  terminal.  When  the 
connections are made the magnets will come out of the battery and will come out until the 
zinc will last. When the zinc is gone the magnets are gone, too. The same is true if you put 
iron in acid and some other metals, for the other terminal and when the connections are 
made the magnets will come out of the battery, but when the iron is gone the magnets are 
gone, too. This should be sufficient to see that the North and South Pole magnets are 
holding together everything. You saw how magnetic currents are made in battery from 
metal by acid.  Next I  will  tell  you how magnetic currents are made by permanent and 
electric magnets, and then without either. 

This time you will make an equipment that can he used for four purposes. Electric magnet, 
transformer, generator and holder of perpetual motion. Bend iron or soft steel bar one and 
one half inch in diameter, bend in a U shape each prong a foot long, and three inches 
between the prongs, make two spools from brass or aluminum six inches long and big 
enough for the bar to go in.  Wind fifteen hundred turns of insulated copper wire,  size 
sixteen, on each spool. Put on as close to the bend as it will go. Connect the battery with 
the coils so that each current is running in both coils at the same time, and so that one end 
of the bar is North Pole and the other South Pole. Now you have an electric magnet.

This time the same thing will be a transformer. It will not be economical, it is only to show 
how a transformer works. Wind a coil of fifteen hundred turns with insulated copper wire, 
size eighteen, on a spool less than three inches long, so that one inch and a half square 
iron rod can go in easy, get two rods, one three, the other six inches long. If possible have 
them from laminated iron.  Get  two radio  blue  bead,  six  to  eight-volt  light  bulbs.  Now 
connect one light bulb with the three-inch coil, put the coil  without a core between the 
loose  ends of  the  iron  prongs,  connect  the  six-inch  coils  with  battery,  leave negative 
terminal open. Tap the negative terminal, then you will see the wire inside the light bulb 
turn red. Put iron core in the coil's hole, tap the battery, this time it will make light. Why did 
it not make just as much light the first time? The battery put just as much magnet in those 
iron prongs the first time as it did the last time, but as you see the coil did not get the 
magnets. Now you see the soft iron has a lot to do to make magnetic currents. 

Magnetic currents, or if you want to call it electric current, make no light. We only get light 
if  we put obstructions in the light bulbs. In the light bulbs the wire is so small  that all 
magnets cannot pass through easily, so they heat the wire up and burn and make light. If 
the wire in the light bulb had been as large inside as it is outside then there would be no 
light. Then those individual magnets which are in the coil would dissipate in air. 

Both North and South Pole individual magnet currents which came out of the car battery 
and went in the transformer were direct currents. but the light in the bulb was caused by 
alternating currents. (Have in mind that always there are two currents, one current alone 
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cannot run. To run they have to run one against the other.) You transformed currents in 
kind. Now I will tell you how to transform currents in strength. To make higher voltage you 
wind the coil with smaller wire and more turns and to have less voltage wind the coil with 
bigger wire and less turns. The difference now is that this transformer makes alternating 
currents from direct currents and the power line transformers use alternating currents to 
make alternating currents in this transformer, the iron prong ends remain the same magnet 
pole, but in power line transformers the magnet poles alternate. In power line transformers 
the currents only are in motion and in this transformer the currents are in motion and you 
are, too. 

Now about  the  generator.  In  the  first  place  all  currents  are  alternating.  To  get  direct 
currents we have to use a commutator.  Transformers and generators of any description 
are making the currents in the same way by filling the coil's iron core with magnets and 
letting the iron core push them out and into the coil. Connect the battery with the electric 
magnet. it will be a field magnet now. Put the three-inch coil between the iron prongs. and 
take it out, do it fast. repeat it, then you will have a steady light in the light bulb. 

Now you and the field magnet are a generator. Suppose you had a wheel and many coils 
around the wheel turning, then you would. be making all kinds of light. Do not make the 
machine, I already have the application for patent in the Patent Office. I made ten different 
machines to make magnetic currents, but I found this combination between field magnets 
and coils the most efficient. Put the coil in slowly and take it out slowly, then you will have 
no light. That will show, to make magnetic currents, the time is important. 

Put the six-inch long square rod on top of the two iron prongs, fit good so it lies even. 
Connect the battery with electric magnet for  a little  while,  now disconnect the battery, 
connect the light bulb with the electric magnet the same way it was connected with the 
battery, now pull off the six-inch long bar, do it quickly, then you will see light in the bulb, 
connect the battery up again with the electric magnet, put the bar across the iron prongs, 
hold awhile, disconnect the battery. Now the electric magnet holds perpetual motion. If not 
disturbed it will last indefinitely. I held it in this position for six months, and when I pulled off 
the six-inch bar I got just as much light out of it as I got in the first time. This experiment 
shows that if you start the North and South Pole individual magnets in an orbit, then they 
will never stop. 

The hanging magnets that hang up and down, they show that there is motion inside the 
bar. Hold the perpetual motion holder North Pole magnet or pole end East and South Pole 
magnet  terminal  or  pole  end West,  now raise it  up slowly to  the South Pole hanging 
magnet, then you will see the South Pole hanging magnet swinging South. Now put the 
perpetual motion holder under the North Pole hanging magnet, raise up slowly, then you 
will see the North Pole hanging magnet swinging North. This experiment shows without 
any doubt  that the North and South Pole individual  magnets are running in the same 
direction as those in the copper  wire,  which came out  of  the car battery,  and in both 
instances while the magnets are running ahead in whirling motion they used the right-hand 
twist. 

Get that Alnico magnet, and make it so you can turn it wound if possible more than two 
thousand revolutions a minute. Connect the light bulb with the perpetual motion holder, put 
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it on the spinning Alnico magnet in the hole between prongs and the square iron bar, now 
spin the Alnico magnet around and see how much of the light you get. Now take the iron 
bar off, then you will get more of the light. It shows that if it is closed some of the magnets 
which we in the iron prongs will run around in an orbit, and will not come out, but when the 
orbit is broken then they will run in the coil, and the result will be more light. 

Put a paper box with plenty of Iron filings in it on the horizontally spinning Alnico magnet, 
then you will  see how the spinning magnet builds up ridges and ditches. Now put the 
magnet so that it can be turned vertically. Spin the magnet, then you will see the filings 
running against the motion and building up ridges and ditches.  Put on finer filings, then 
there will be finer ridges and ditches. Spin one way and then the other way, then you will 
have some rough idea how magnets build up the matter. 

You made magnetic currents in three different ways, but in principle they all ware made 
exactly in the same way. Magnetic currents are made by concentrating. then dividing and 
then shifting the existing  North  and South  Pole  individual  magnets  from one place to 
another. Now I will illustrate how my best machine is doing it. I will use only one coil, and 
one U shape permanent  magnet  without  using  the  winding  that  the  machine  uses to 
increase the permanent magnet strength. If you had a permanent magnet that the coil you 
use in the electric magnet would go in between the prongs of it, then that would be good to 
demonstrate, but if you have not, then use the same one you have. 

Get an iron core the same dimensions as in the three-inch coil, but long enough to go 
between the permanent magnet prongs. Wind the same number of turns and connect with 
the light bulb. Fasten the U shape permanent magnet very good, bend up, prongs down, 
North Pole North. South Pole South. Now push the coil through the prongs from West to 
East. Do it fast, then there will be light in the bulb, now push the coil and stop in middle, 
and then push again, this time you will have two lights while the coil  went through the 
magnet prongs only once. You had two lights the first time also, but you did not notice they 
came in quick succession, When you pushed the coil's middle up to field magnet's middle 
the  currents  ran  in  one  direction,  and  when  you  pushed  the  coil  away  from the  field 
magnet's middle, then the currents reversed, then ran in the other direction. That is why 
you got two light flashes while the coil passed through the field magnet only one time. 

Here is the way in which the North and South Pole individual magnet currents ran while 
you pushed the coil from West to East through the field magnet. Take the core out of the 
coil, wind one layer of wire on the core and make it so that the North side of the winding 
wire's end points East and South side of the winding wire's end points West, When you 
pushed the coil to the middle of the field magnet, the North Pole magnet current came out 
of the wire end that is pointing East, and the South Pole magnet current came out of the 
wire end that is pointing West, but when you pushed the coil away from the middle of the 
field magnet the currents reversed, then North Pole magnet current came out of the coil's 
wire end that is pointing West and South Pole magnet current came out of the coil's wire 
end that is pointing East. With the same winding if the North Pole field magnet had been 
southside, and South pole field magnet northside, then the running of the currents would 
be reversed. 
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When currents reverse they reverse the magnet poles in the coil. Every time when the coil 
is approaching the field magnets, the currents which are made in the coil during that time 
are making magnet poles in the coil's core ends, the same as those field magnet poles 
they are approaching, but during the time the coil is receding those currents are making 
the coil's magnet poles opposite to the field magnets they are receding from. While you 
have the small coil handy I will tell more about magnets. Run South Pole magnet current in 
the wire end that points West, and North Pole magnet current in the wire end that points 
East. Now North end of the coil is South Pole and South end of the coil is North Pole. Now 
run North Pole magnet current in West end of the wire, and South Pole magnet in East 
end of the wire. This time the North end of the coil will be North Pole, and South end of the 
coil the South Pole. 

You made the one-inch long magnets with a single wire, but if you had the same size of 
wire in a coil you now have and would put a bigger steel bar in the coil then you would 
have a bigger and stronger magnet, but to make a stronger magnet yet, you would have to 
wind more layers on top of the coil that you have now. When you were making the small 
magnets with a single copper wire you wasted too many North and South Pole individual 
magnets. You only got in the steel wire very small part of the magnets that came out of the 
copper wire. You are still wasting the North and South Pole magnets. You do not get one- 
half of the magnets in the steel or iron bar from those which are in the coil. 

To get more magnet out of a coil put the coil in steel or iron tube, then the tube outside the 
coil will be a magnet the same as the coil's core, but the magnet poles will be opposite. it 
means at the same coil end if the core end is North Pole the tube end will be South Pole. 
In this way you will get almost again as much magnet out of the coil and in the core and 
tube. You can do better yet, join one end of the coil's core end with the same metal, joining 
core with tube. make two holes in end of metal for the coil wire ends to go out, fasten a 
ring on top, now you have the most effigy client electric magnet for lifting purposes. It 
wastes no magnets that come from your battery or dynamo. 

Take the coil out of the electric magnet, run the currents in the coil, put a hard steel bar 
one end to the coil's North Pole, hold awhile, take away, now the bar is a permanent 
magnet. That end at coil's side is South Pole magnet, and the other North Pole magnet. 
Now this permanent magnet can make other hard steel bars in permanent magnets but 
every  magnet  that  it  makes  will  be  a  weaker  magnet  than  itself.  The  coil  made  this 
permanent  magnet  in  the  same  way  that  the  permanent  magnets  are  making  other 
permanent magnets. Put this permanent magnet in the coil's hole.  Reverse it. Put bar's 
North Pole end in coil's South Pole end, run current in the coil for awhile, take the bar out, 
now you have a stronger permanent magnet, but the poles are reversed. This shows that 
the stronger magnet can change the weaker magnet.  When you were pushing the coil 
through the U shaped magnet you got two flashes in the light bulb with one passage 
through the U shape magnet, and I showed you from which ends of coil's wire the currents 
came out while they made the flashes. Now I will make so you can actually see that it is in 
the way I told you. Take the light bulb off the coil, put the core in it, connect the coil with a 
loop that would reach six feet East from the U shape magnet. 

Keep the loop end a foot apart, stretch South side wire straight, make it so it cannot move. 
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Get those little hanging magnets which hang one end up, the other down, hang the South 
Pole magnet on the loop wire, now push the coil through the U shape magnet and watch 
the hanging magnet. First it will swing South, then North.  Now hang North Pole magnet on 
the wire, watch again while you are pushing the coil through the U shape magnet, this time 
first it will swing North, then South, Hang both magnets, Watch again and you will see that 
both magnets at the same time first they swing to their own side and then to the other side. 
If the hanging magnets do not swing while you are pushing the coil through the U shape 
magnet, then the U shape magnet is not strong enough. The U shape magnet should be 
strong enough to lift twenty pounds. 

You can put two magnets together or use electric magnet, and still better you can put the 
coil in electric magnet, then you won't have to push it. Then you can sit down and tap the 
battery and see the hanging magnets swinging. All currents are made in the same way by 
filling the coil and iron core with North and South Pole individual magnets and then giving 
enough time for the magnets to  get out and then start over again. If you want to use the 
electric magnet be sure that the North Pole is in North side, and the South Pole in South 
side, and put the coil in the prongs in the same way as it is now. 

Now I  will  tell  you what  happened to  the U shape magnet  while  you pushed the coil 
through it from West to East. Set up the three-foot magnet so it can turn, put the coil with 
core in it in the U shape magnet, now approach the three-foot magnet's South Pole with 
the U shape magnet's South Pole. As soon as the three-foot magnet begins to move you 
stop and mark the distance. Take the coil away, approach again as soon as - the three-
foot magnet begins to move away, then stop and mark the distance, then you will see how 
much strength the U shape magnet lost while you were pushing the coil in and halfway 
out, of the U shape magnet. The U shape magnet was losing its strength up to the time it 
began to break away from the iron core, but during the time the U shape magnet broke 
away it regained its strength. The breaking away from the iron core recharged the U shape 
magnet, then it became normal again and ready for the next start. During the recharging 
the new supply of magnets came from the air or the earth's magnetic field. 

Now we see how the magnetic currents are made by the U shape magnet. You already 
know that before the `coil got in between the U shape magnet prongs those little individual 
magnets were running out of the U shape magnet prongs in all directions, but as soon as 
the coil's core came in effective distance from the U shape magnet's prongs then these 
little individual magnets began to run in the core and coil and kept running until the core 
broke away from the U shape magnet prongs. Now you see those little individual magnets 
ran out of the U shape magnet and ran in the soft iron core, but the soft iron core never 
held the magnets, it pushed them out. To prove it you put five or six thin iron strips on 
edge, slant just so they will not flop over, now approach to the ends of those strips with a 
magnet and you will see they flop over, hold the strips a little loose by the ends. then they 
will spread out. 

I think this is enough to show that the soft iron never held those magnets. It pushed them 
out. As soon as those little individual magnets get pushed out of the soft iron core then 
they run in the coil. When they run in the coil they are in bulk form. The coil's part is to 
divide  those  little  individual  magnets  from  bulk  form  in  small  paths.  The  coil  is  not 
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necessary to make magnetic currents. Currents can be made with a single wire. The coil is 
necessary to increase the amount and strength of the currents. The coil is similar to any 
cell battery. One cell alone does not amount to anything. To be good, many cells have to 
be in a battery. The same in a coil to be good many turns have to be in a coil. 

When the magnets that are in bulk form enter the coil then the coil divides them in small 
paths. It is done in this way. When the bulk magnets enter the coil they fill the coil's wire 
with North and South Pole individual magnets. 

North Pole magnets pointing toward South Pole U shape magnet and South Pole pointing 
toward North Pole U shape magnet. Now the wire in the coil is one continuous magnet. 
One side of the wire is South Pole and the other North Pole. Now we have those little 
North and South Pole individual magnets in the wire, but they are not running in the way 
we want. They are running across the wire. We want the magnets to run through the wire 
lengthwise, but there is only one way to do it, we have to increase the number of those 
North and South Pole individual magnets. To do it the coil will have to approach and enter 
the U shape magnet, but when the coil reaches the middle of the U shape magnet the limit 
is there so the running of the currents stop. In the core and the coil there is plenty of those 
little magnets, but they stopped to run through the wire length wise, now they run only 
across the coil's wire, to make the magnets run in the wire lengthwise again the coil will 
have to get away from the U shape magnet. As soon as the coil begins to move away from 
the U shape magnet. then those little North and South Pole individual magnets begin to 
run again through the wire length-wise, but in opposite direction until the magnets in the 
iron core are gone. 

I told you that the coil is a magnet during the time the currents are made. now I will show 
you. Get a small paper box to go in between the prongs of the U shape magnet, put iron 
filings in it. Wrap six-inch long soft iron wire with paper. put the wire in box in iron filings, 
now put the box between the U shape magnet prongs. Raise the wire up, then you will see 
filing strands clinging to the insulated iron wire. Raise the wire up slowly, then the filing 
strands will sag and fail, take the box out. put the wire in the filings again, raise up and you 
will see that the wire is no magnet. but during the time it was between the U shape magnet 
prongs it was a magnet. This shows that during the time the coil moves through the U 
shape magnet the coil  becomes a magnet,  but  its function is double.  Some individual 
North  and  South  Pole  magnets  run  through  the  coil's  wire  crosswise,  and  some  run 
through the coil's wire lengthwise. 

Maybe you think that it is not fair to use iron wire to demonstrate how magnetic currents 
are made, but I can tell you that if I do not use iron core in the coil I can make more of the 
magnetic currents with soft iron wire coil than I can with copper wire coil, so you see it is 
perfectly good to use iron wire to demonstrate how magnetic currents are made. You can 
do the same thing with the copper wire in using iron filings, but only on a smaller scale. 

You saw how the magnets are running through a wire crosswise. Now I will tell you how 
they are running through the wire lengthwise. Before the magnets start to run through the 
wire lengthwise they are lined up in a square across the wire, one side of the wire is North 
Pole magnet side and the other side is South Pole magnet side. When the coil begins to 
approach the  middle  of  the  U shape magnet  and  the  currents  begin  to  run  then  the 
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magnets which are in the wire begin to slant, North Pole magnets pointing East the same 
as the coil's wire end, where the North Pole magnet current came out and South Pole 
magnets pointing West the same as the coil's wire end where the South Pole magnet 
current came out.  When the coil  reaches the middle of the U shape magnet  then the 
currents stop to run. Now the North and South Pole magnets are pointing across the wire 
again. When the coil begins to move away from the middle of the U shape magnet and the 
currents begin to run then the magnets which are in the wire begin to slant, but this time 
the North Pole magnets are pointing West the same as the coil's wire end where the North 
Pole magnet current come out and South Pole magnets pointing East the same as the 
coil's wire end where the South Pole magnet current came out. When the coil moves out of 
the U shape magnet's effective distance the currents running stop. This is the way the 
alternating currents are made. 

When the individual North and South pole magnets are running through a wire lengthwise 
they are running in slant and whirling around while running ahead, You can see the slant 
by watching the sparks when you are putting together and pulling away soft iron wire ends 
which are connected to  the battery by their  other  ends.  To see how the currents  are 
running out of the coil's wire watch those six one-inch long magnets which lie on the glass. 

Put those magnets together with ends even, then let them loose, then you will see that 
they will roll away and if the magnets be stronger then they will roll away farther. This is 
the way the North and South Pole individual magnets are running out of the coil's wire 
lengthwise. The reason the North and South Pole individual magnets do not run across 
through the coil's wire as fast out as they run in while the coil is between the U shape 
magnet, the coil's wire is insulated, there is an air space around every wire and as it is 
known that the dry air is the best obstruction for the magnets to go through and as you 
know the coil is well insulated so the damp air does not get in. It is well known that it is 
many times easier for the magnets to run in metal than in air, now you see when the 
magnets run in the wire they hesitate to run out of the wire across the same way as they 
came in, so more of the new magnets are coming in the wire crosswise, then they can get 
out crosswise, so they get pushed out through the wire lengthwise.  Now you know how 
the alternating magnetic currents are made. 

You  have  been  wondering  why  alternating  currents  can  run  so  far  away  from  their 
generators.  One reason is between every time the currents start  and stop there is no 
pressure in the wire so the magnets from the air run in the wire and when the run starts 
there already are magnets in the wire which do not have to come from the generator, so 
the power line itself  is a small generator which assists the big generator to furnish the 
magnets for the currents to run with. I have a generator that generates currents on a small 
scale from the air without using any -magnets around it. 

Another thing, you have been wondering how a U shape permanent magnet can keep its 
normal  strength  indefinitely.  You  know  the  soft  iron  does  not  hold  magnets,  but  you 
already have one that holds it. It is the perpetual motion holder. It illustrates the principle 
how permanent magnets are- made. All that has to be done is to start the magnets to run 
in on orbit, then they will never stop. Hard steel U shape magnets have a broken orbit, but 
under proper conditions it is permanent. I think the structure of the metal is the answer. I 
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have two U shape magnets. They look alike, but one is a little harder than the other. The 
harder one can lift three pounds more than the softer one. I have been tempering the other 
steel magnets, and have noticed that the harder the steel gets the smaller it becomes. 
That shows that the metal is more packed and has less holes in it so the magnets cannot 
pass through it in full speed, so they dam up in the prong ends. They come in faster than 
they can get out. I think -the ability for the soft steel welding rod to hold magnets is in the 
metal's fine structure.

The reason I call the results of North and South Pole magnet's functions magnetic currents 
and not electric currents or electricity is the electricity is connected too much with those 
non-existing electrons. If it had been called magneticity then I would accept it.  Magneticity 
would indicate that it has a magnetic base and so it would be all right. 

As I said in the beginning, the North and South Pole magnets they are the cosmic force. 
They hold together this earth and everything on it, and they hold together the moon, too. 
The moon's North end holds South Pole magnets the same as the earth's North end. The 
moon's South end holds North Pole magnets the same as the earth's South end. Those 
people who have been wondering why the moon does not come down all they have to do 
is to give the moon one- half of a turn so that the North end would be in South side, and 
South end in the North side, and then the moon would come down. At present the earth 
and the moon have like magnet poles in the same sides so their own magnet poles keep 
themselves apart, but when the poles are reversed, then they will pull together. Here is a 
good tip to the rocket people. Make the rocket's head strong North Pole magnet, and the 
tail end strong South Pole magnet, and then shut to on the moon's North end, then you will 
have better success.

North and South Pole magnets are not only holding together the earth and moon, but they 
are turning the earth around on its axis. Those magnets which are coming down from the 
sun they are hitting their own kind of magnets which are circulating around the earth and 
they hit more on the East side than on the West side, and that is what makes the earth 
turn  around.  North  and  South  Pole  magnets  make  the  lightning,  in  earth's  North 
hemisphere the South Pole magnets are going up and the North pole magnets are coming 
down in the same flash. In the earth's South hemisphere the North Pole magnets are 
going up and the South Pole magnets are coming down in the same flash. The North lights 
are caused by the North and South Pole magnets passing in concentrated streams, but 
the streams are not as much concentrated as they are in the lightning. The radio waves 
are made by the North and South Pole magnets. Now about the magnet size. 

You know sunlight can go through glass, paper and leaves, but it cannot go through wood, 
rock and iron, but the magnets can go through everything. This shows that each magnet is 
smaller than each particle of light.
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APPENDIX B – A duplication of
Edward Leedskalnins' - 'Perpetual Motion Holder'

shared courtesy of   Matthew S. Emery  
KeelyNet – 06/05/02

I received this fascinating email from a Mr. Matthew S. Emery who is kindly sharing results 
so far, of an experiment he is currently working on. In subsequent emails, for the sake of 
clarity, Mr. Emery has included photos which are all posted in this document.

 

5/30/03

My name is Matthew Emery and I am a student at Purdue University. In this past semester 
I took ‘The History of Science and Technology.’ As a non-traditional student, single father, 
and a creative writing major, I didn’t quite fit in with most of the students. But, increasingly 
inspired by science, I stuck it out anyway. More inspiring though is Edward Leedskalnin. 

When I was about my son’s age, 6, I  was mystified (like many others) from the Nova/ 
Leonard Nemoy hosted segment on Ed. I had always thought of Ed as a kind of superman 
and as a man who never received the recognition he deserved. 

Several years ago, I downloaded from your website - (www.keelynet.com), Ed’s books and 
magnetic current and have kept them filed away. That is until recently when I pulled them 
out for the history class. If  the student wished to receive an 'A' they could either do a 
project or write a fifteen page paper. I choose the prior. 

The project was instigated when the professor mentioned perpetual motion, particularly the 
impossibility-because of the laws of thermodynamics. The professor was more than willing 
to  approve  my  attempting  perpetual  motion,  but  with  obvious  scepticism.  Using  Ed 
Leedskalnins specifications I built his device for perpetuating motion.

Unfortunately, there is not much availability for soft iron leaving me no choice but to use 
regular steel, which is almost impossible to bend. I was able to barter with a machinist to 
have the device cut out of one solid piece of steel. 

A friend of mine is an electrician and he was able to scrounge up two five-hundred foot 
rolls of 14 gauge wire. Although Ed’s specifications called for 16 gauge wire, I decided to 
go ahead and make the two coils (aluminium core). After wrestling with the wire for hours, 
they ended up working out  great.  It  all  worked out  quite well;  that  is,  according to  its 
originator - achieving a perpetuating magnetic current in the core of the metal. 

To prove the experiment I wired the coils (when the device is in a perpetuating state, the 
coils can be manipulated in any way and even taken off) to a light bulb and broke the 
circulating current, demonstrating to the professor the amount of light that would flash in 
the bulb. 

I then set the current in motion again and left it in his office for a week. The professor 
agreed that the same amount of light came out as did the week prior. 

He unfortunately didn't agree it to be perpetual motion, yet didn't quite put a finger on what 
it  was.  He  did  briefly  describe  Maxwell's  theories  and insist  the  answer  is  somewhat 
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complicated.  I  felt  like  I  needed  some closure  and  wrote  to  the  head  of  the  physics 
department and apparently they are not interested.

Webster’s Dictionary defines perpetual motion as;

"the motion of a theoretical mechanism that would continue to operate indefinitely at the 
same rate without any external energy being applied to it [1585-95]

Access Science At McGraw-Hill is a web journal/article database. It offered perhaps the 
most modern theoretical approaches to the idea of perpetual motion and defines it as: 

The expression perpetual motion, or perpetuum mobile, arose historically in connection 
with the quest for a mechanism which, once set in motion, would continue to do useful 
work without an external source of energy or which would produce more energy than it 
absorbed in a cycle of operation. This type of motion, now called perpetual motion of the 
first kind, involves only one of the three distinct concepts presently associated with the 
idea of perpetual motion.

The article stipulates that there are three types of perpetual motion. Perpetual motion of 
the first type refers to an apparatus whose efficiency exceeds one hundred percent-that 
this  type  of  mechanism  violates  the  soundly  established  principle  of  conservation  of 
energy, which is embodied in the first law of thermodynamics "A perpetuum mobile of the 
first kind cannot exist."

The article continued to describe perpetual motion of the second kind as referring to a 
mechanism that removes heat from a source and then converts this heat fully into other 
forms of  energy,  and that  although this  process suits  the  principle  of  conservation  of 
energy.

Unfortunately,  this  type  of  perpetual  motion  is  overturned  by  the  second  law  of 
thermodynamics, and is sometimes simply stated, "A perpetuum mobile of the second kind 
cannot exist."

In contrast to the prior mentioned types of perpetual motion there exists a third. The article 
insists that a superconductor is a genuine example for the third type of perpetual motion.

If a direct current is caused to flow in a superconducting ring, this current will continue to 
flow undiminished in time without application of any external force. 

The article does stipulate that the last example leads “perilously close” to the realm of the 
microscopic where electrons in atoms are in perpetual motion. The article further suggests 
that the presence of perpetual motion does not force in any aspect a reassessment of the 
thermodynamic theory, and that:

“for the traditional ideas of perpetual motion deal with the macroscopic world of machines 
and devices. Since the laws of thermodynamics are themselves applicable to matter in 
macroscopic  quantities  and,  as  such,  contain  implicitly  the  consequences  of  the 
microscopic behavior, the impossibility of the useful types of perpetual motion, that is, of 
the first or second kinds, is at present “deemed an unequivocal conclusion.”

This paragraph may help shed light on the activity which may be taking place in the device 
I constructed therefore I must quote it in its entirety:

Superconductivity  phenomenon  occurring  in  many  electrical  conductors,  in  which  the 
electrons responsible for conduction undergo a collective transition into an ordered state 
with many unique and remarkable properties. 

These include the vanishing of resistance to the flow of electric current, the appearance of 
a large diamagnetism and other unusual magnetic effects, substantial alteration of many 
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thermal  properties,  and  the  occurrence  of  quantum  effects 
otherwise observable only at the atomic and subatomic level.

Despite  the  existence  of  a  successful  microscopic  theory  of 
superconductivity,  there  are  no  completely  reliable  rules  for 
predicting  whether  a  metal  will  be  a  superconductor.  Certain 
trends  and  correlations  are  apparent  among  the  known 
superconductors,  however  some  with  obvious  bases  in  the 
theory and these provide empirical guidelines in the search for 
new superconductors. 

Superconductors with relatively high transition temperatures tend 
to be rather poor conductors in the normal state. For many years, no superconductors 
were known among the noble metals,  the alkali  metals,  and the alkaline earth metals. 
However, cesium and barium have been found to be superconducting under high pressure 
or in disordered films.

There  seemed  to  be  some  resemblance  to  Ed’s  suggestions.  So,  with  a  layman’s 
education on physics, I informed the professor that maybe the steel has been converted 
into a superconductive state from the possible aforementioned magnetic effects allowing 
for a perpetuating electric current. He looked at me crazy.
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I consider this similarity very interesting 
and worth investigating. One difference 
is  Ed’s  device  seems  to  be  able  to 
access that circulating current.

The  device  weighs  25lbs.  and  is 
currently  sustaining  its  own  weight 
(work?) by the bar with a stand (similar 
to how I am holding it in the picture). 

Perhaps if you guys could find time or 
knew who to contact to get an opinion 
as  to  what,  if  not  perpetual  motion,  is 
actually happening.

Respectfully Yours,
Matthew S. Emery

 

Needless to say, I was astounded by this email and very pleased with Matt's enthusiasm, 
his willingness to actually DO the experiment AND to share what he found. I wrote Matt 
back and suggested he try to measure amperage, voltage and duration during the first 
discharge, then after a week. 

A coil on a steel form should not hold any power for even minutes, let alone a week, so 
this is amazing if  it  works as he is saying. He has provided information that would let 
others try it for themselves. I suggested Matt furnish a yahoo or hotmail address so people 
could respond to him directly and not divulge/deluge his university address.

 

From an email of Friday, May 30th, 2003;

Thanks Jerry, finally someone that shares my same enthusiasm about this thing. I look 
forward to future collaborations and correspondence. I know its corny (lack of sleep) but 
here is (my) new address for the html document. Have at it! 

As soon as I get my hands on a digital camera I will send you more photos with it hanging 
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on the stand, much more aesthetically pleasing. - Matt 

 

As I mentioned before, the wire is fourteen gauge, today I bought two five-hundred foot 
spools of 20 gauge and as soon as I can get Steve, the machinist, to lathe out the new 
spools to wrap the wire on I will juice it up again for a split second with the six volt charger 
and see what happens. I say a split second because that’s all it takes to set the “magnets” 
in orbit. I fear though once I do it will take a sledge hammer to get the bar off-almost fusing 
it in place.

Obvious; and as Ed simply puts it, smaller wire higher voltage, bigger wire lower voltage. 
Actually, no matter how long the battery charger is connected or whether or not it is on 6 or 
12 volts, after the current is set in motion and the charger turned off, it seems to have the 
same amount of voltage circulating. Now that I think about it, I am concerned that there 
may be some sort of saturation point for its current (magnet) carrying capacity.

I will as you mentioned also make an attempt at measuring more accurately the voltage, 
other than by the perceived brightness of a light bulb. Here are the new pictures…my 
girlfriend had taken these and I  had forgotten  about  it  so  there  was no need for  the 
camera.

Emery Coil on stand

Emery Coil on table

 

From Monday, June 2, 2003;

Man Jerry, either that Ed was a sneaky bastard or...

As I was putting on the new 20gauge coils I  dinged the U with the bar and thought I 
recognized the note...got out my guitar tuner. An e# (my U dimension is 1" short).

The 20gauge seems to have doubled the voltage as it will now light up a 6v light bulb as 
opposed to the 2.5v. The added draw on the top bar is not as much as I feared. I made 2 
sets of coils. Gettin me some 25gauge enamel coated...ought to be interesting.

One more thing
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From Leedskalnins' Mineral, Vegetable and Animal life treatise: 

"If the perpetual motion holder's North pole prong is put East. South pole pointing West, 
and then elevate the cross-bar's center up to tilt the South pole vertically hanging magnet, 
then the magnet will swing South and when the cross-bar's center is elevated up to North 
pole vertically hanging magnet, then the magnet will swing North. 

The cross-bar's ability to swing the North and South pole magnets off its center will remain 
as long as the cross-bar is not disturbed. It has little power but it could be made stronger 
by making bigger dimensions.

From the above experiment you can see the perpetual motion holder can act as a living 
thing. It knows which way to swing each magnet. This shows if more magnets are added 
to a living thing then it can perform things it could not do before.

I did this with a compass...without juice connected the needle swings at a moderate speed 
-- N or S to its respective pole. With juice, the needle moves extremely fast to its pole. 
When juiced,  I  can also  see an (increase)  in  the  speed w/20gauge compared to  the 
14gauge coils. - Adios, Matt

 

On Thursday, June 5, 2003, Matt wrote;

Anyway, my grandfather found this old amp meter and it works great. I have a meeting 
scheduled with my professor to demonstrate that there is actually current in the device, 
which it was his stipulation that it was impossible. 

This  meter  is  the  ultimate  proof...actually  accessing  the  current  while  in  perpetual 
motion(your suggestion). It is interesting that while connected to the charger there is 25 
amps.  in  one  direction  and  only  10  amps  when  circulating  in  the  other,  but  after 
disconnecting in any direction, it remains at six amps. I've attached some pictures. 

See Ya, Matt

Ammeter used for testing 25 Amps flowing from Charger

While hooked up to charger meter indicates 25 amps of current
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Circulating current shows 6amps

After disconnecting charger needle remains at 6 amps

 

Showing disconnected cables & reading 6 amps
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My son attempting to hold up battery charger cables to show they are not connected.
Meter indicates 6 amps

 

When the polarity is switched the meter only indicates 10 amps while juiced, but remains 
at 6 amps after disconnected. 

 

Comments

Several things come to mind....

Matts' very insightful comment about a split second charge to get the atoms in motion, 
reminds me of Scott McKie's PodMod and several other researchers, including Ed Gray 
who use momentary discharges.

The note about superconductivity saying, "cesium and BARIUM have been found to be 
superconducting under high pressure or in disordered films." That ties in with Floyd Sweet 
using barium magnets triggered with very tiny impulses to trigger the unit.

The idea of some weird cross coupling that cancels resistance is just hard to believe, but 
this man has spent the time, money and effort to show something unique is going on.

Despite the idiotic statement oft quoted by some anal retentive physicists and scientists 
that 'magnets cannot DO work'....a magnet stuck on a refrigerator door that stays there for 
10 years has DONE work by resisting gravity. Case closed, magnets CAN do work.

Some will groan but I do notice a correlation with two things Keely wrote, using a hammer 
to EXCITE some of his devices into operation AND that magnets can have weights added 
to them and over time their flux density will  increase (similar to Leedskalnins'  claim of 
magnets being 'living' and thus amenable to growth).

Future emails and useful  communication on this subject  will  be added to this page or 
linked.

Matt  has  setup  an email  address  you may use to  contact  him and he welcomes the 
opportunity to demonstrate his device and any help to try to figure out what is going on. 
You can write him at;

Matthew S. Emery
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You can also contact  Jerry Decker at  KeelyNet if you have relevant questions or useful 
comments about this file. Thanks!
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